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 Ronald Grimsley

 Rousseau as a critic of society

 According to Rousseau, happiness depends upon the plenitude and

 stability of an existence that is at one with itself; ultimate "felicity"

 presupposes a state of consciousness that is "without division or

 obstacle." Society, on the other hand, has reduced man's life to a

 permanent state of contradiction and inner conflict; instead of al-

 lowing him to exist as a complete human being, it constantly pulls

 him in different directions, drawing him further and further away

 from his natural feelings and imprisoning him in an artificial and

 depraved mode of existence which has lost contact with the true

 sources of personal being. In short, because of the pernicious influ-

 ence of society, modern man has forgotten how to live.

 The contradictions of modern existence compel man to live

 outside himself. He can no longer fulfil the authentic possibilities of

 his being, for his whole existence is based on values which are ex-

 ternal to himself or appeal to only a limited and superficial aspect

 of his nature. In this respect his life is in striking contrast to that of

 primitive peoples. In spite of his obvious limitations, primitive man

 was self-sufficient in his own way, living in harmony with his environ-

 ment and knowing no dependence of others; he effortlessly identified

 himself with the feeling of his own existence. Modern man, on the

 contrary, does not live in himself but in others. "Le sauvage vit en

 lui-meme, l'homme sociable toujours hors de lui."' We are "always

 asking others what we are." Basing our lives on the "opinion" of

 others we try to become what they want us to be instead of simply

 being ourselves. We have thus become estranged from our own "orig-

 inal" nature and have indeed forgotten what it is like, for, as Rous-

 seau puts it in Emile, "celui qui commence a se rendre etranger 'a

 lui-meme ne tarde pas a s'oublier tout a fait."2 We have lost our

 place in the natural order; we are no longer at home in God's crea-

 'Oeuvres completes de Jean-Jacques Rousseau (edited by B. Gagnebin and M. Raymond,
 Bibliotheque de la P16iade, Paris, 1959), III, 193. (The numbers after the quotations refer to
 the volume and pages of this edition).
 2Emile, (Garnier edition), p. 290.
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 tion. "Nous n'existons plus oui nous sommes, nous n'existons qu'ou

 nous ne sommes pas."3 We are always elsewhere, never where we

 should be.

 Clearly a life which is "outside" itself in this way must ulti-

 mately be reduced to a position of extreme dependence; social man

 is enslaved by his subservience to the thought and will of other

 people. "Sitot qu'il faut voir par les yeux des autres, il faut vouloir

 par leurs volontes"; or, as Rousseau puts it in the Lettre a d'Alembert,

 "quand on ne vit pas en soi, mais dans les autres, ce sont leurs

 jugements qui reglent tout."4 A victim of "servile prejudices," social

 man "is born, lives and dies in slavery."5 The process is all the more

 insidious because he is not aware of his own true situation, and is

 never able to observe it in a detached and lucid manner. From the

 very first his judgement is perverted by society.

 It is not necessary to retrace in detail Rousseau's hypothetical

 reconstruction of the historical process by which men have been led

 to this unhappy condition. Although at first sight the contrast between

 the "uniform, peaceful and solitary life" of the happy savage and

 the tormented, dissatisfied existence of modem man seems clear

 enough, Rousseau recognizes that the process of deterioration has

 been a slow and complex one, being determined mainly by the influ-

 ence of certain fortuitious physical conditions upon the develop-

 ment of man's own inherent capacities. In propitious circumstances

 "the only passion natural to man" is amour de soi, "the primitive in-

 nate passion which precedes every other and of which all the rest

 are in a sense mere modifications."6 Amour de soi is always "good"

 and "in harmony with order." Society has changed this natural im-

 pulse into amour-propre, the relative, artificial attitude through which

 a man allows himself to be dominated by the tyranny of "opinion."

 According to Rousseau, the possibility of such a transformation

 manifested itself at an early stage of human development. Already

 31bid., pp. 67-8.
 4Lettre a d'Alembert, (ed. Fuchs, Geneva, 1948), p. 90.
 5Emile, p. 13.
 sIbid., p. 247.
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 primitive man possessed certain potential capacities such as perfec-

 tibility and freedom which long remained dormant. As soon as he

 was capable of reflection, man became aware of himself as a separate

 being, with needs and desires which were often incompatible with

 those of other people and yet required other people for their satis-

 faction. The first sign of this new attitude emerged when he began

 to "look" upon his own being. "Le premier regard qu'il porta sur

 lui-meme y produisit le premier mouvement d'orgueil" (III, 166).

 Henceforth he was no longer concerned with merely satisfying his

 innate needs and enjoying the "feeling of his own existence"; he

 wanted to put himself "above others." In this way he became an

 object of his own and others' consciousness; he began to compare

 himself with others, to see himself as above or beneath them, and

 by so doing he reached out for satisfactions which were beyond his

 immediate grasp. From this new attitude emerged ambition, pride,

 envy, jealousy. At first, however, these artificial feelings were limited

 in scope and did not seriously upset the balance of natural impulses.

 For a long period man lived happily in a kind of "golden age" which

 was also the "youth of the world" - a mode of existence mid-way

 between the "stupidity of the brutes" and the "fatal enlightenment" of

 civilized man. The social life which existed at this stage was based

 solely on the family and did not impose serious restraints upon the

 exercise of "natural freedom."

 The conflicts of political society were made possible, perhaps

 inevitable, through the establishment of property. With the distinc-

 tion between "mine" and "thine," man was defined by what he had

 and not by what he was; desire for satisfaction replaced contentment

 with being. The psychological consequences of this change were

 particularly important, for there was no area of human experience

 which remained unaffected. "The demon of property," declares Rous-

 seau in Emile, "infects everything it touches." Man did not seek

 happiness within himself but through the accumulation of goods. As

 soon as he strove to accumulate goods rather than to enjoy his own

 natural feelings, necessity gave way to superfluity, and superfluity

 7
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 to the acquisition of vast wealth. Riches, however, were not prized

 solely for their own intrinsic value, but also for the emotional satis-

 faction associated with their possession; men became greedy for

 "consideration" as well as for "commodities." Ultimately the rich

 and powerful persuaded the poor and weak to accept a situation

 which placed the latter in a position of permanent inferiority.

 What is interesting about Rousseau's account of the develop-

 ment of social values is not his imaginary reconstitution of the

 historical process, but his analysis of human nature in the light of

 the immediate social situation. He is one of the first modem thinkers

 to have shown how social influences have alienated man from his

 original nature and invested him with a new but artificial being. As

 Saint-Preux well puts it, "c'est le premier inconvenient des grandes

 villes que les hommes y deviennent autres que ce qu'ils sont, et que

 la societe leur donne, pour ainsi dire, un etre different du leur" (II,

 273)7. People are no longer able to exist in accordance with their own

 nature, but are constantly trying to adapt themselves to the image

 which they think others have of them. Women, for example, refuse

 to accept modesty and la pudeur as their natural attributes. "Les

 femmes tirent des regards d'autrui la seule existence dont elles se

 soucient" (II, 273).

 The effects of this situation are two-fold. At first sight people

 seem to be deprived of all individuality, their subservience to others

 reducing them to the condition of mere ciphers; they have no

 genuine being of their own, but are the "puppets" of social opinion

 (II, 252). Such is the power of opinion that nobody dares to be him-

 self; everybody has to think and act like the rest. This explains the

 rigid "uniformity" of social conventions. When we look at modern

 man, we see nothing but a "veneer" of outward appearance. We are

 constantly confronted by "masks," not living beings. "L'homme du

 monde est toujours dans son masque." Nevertheless, this is not the

 whole truth. The uniformity which seems to rule society is decep-

 71n Emile Rousseau reaffirms the same point in identical terms.

 8
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 tive. The mask of uniformity is in fact only a disguise intended to

 conceal the individual's real feelings. Men always wear the same

 mask, it is true, but behind the mask each face is different. Apparent

 benevolence, for example, hides ruthless self-interest. Behind urban-

 ity, politeness, deference and other social attitudes lies men's "base

 inclination to do themselves mutual harm." The perspicacious ob-

 server will not be deceived. "Plus ils se deguisent, plus on les con-

 nalt."8 Furthermore, the masks are constantly changing; men doff

 and don them "as do lackeys their livery." The only permanent fea-

 ture of this situation is the relentless pursuit of selfish aims. The

 outward harmony of society thus hides a ruthless war of self-interest.

 This state of affairs shows that the fundamental contradiction at

 the heart of modem society is between "appearance" and "reality" -

 a point upon which Rousseau tirelessly insists. In civilized life men

 have constantly to appear to be other than what they are or ought to

 be and in this way they are induced to sacrifice "real" for "apparent"

 benefits. "Being" and "appearing" have become "two different things."

 Of modern man Rousseau says: "Ce qu'il est n'est rien, ce qu'il paralt

 est tout pour lui."9 Such is the force of "opinion" that even if man

 were conscious of the falsity of his situation, it is doubtful whether he

 would be willing to change it. "On n'ose plus parailtre ce qu'on est."

 (II, 250; III, 8).

 The immediate effect of this situation is to deprive human nature

 of that stability which is an essential condition of true happiness and

 fulfillment. Because his desires take him away from himself towards

 external objects and values, modem man is at the mercy of changing

 fortune and circumstance. Perhaps the most striking difference be-

 tween primitive and civilized people is the untroubled tranquillity

 enjoyed by the former and the restless, unsettled behavior of the

 latter. Rousseau castigates l'esprit inquiet et remnant de ce sie'cle.

 Man is a permanent prey to anxiety. Whereas natural events such

 as sex, suffering and death are uncomplainingly accepted by the

 81bid., p. 282.
 91bid., p. 271.
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 savage as an inevitable part of the natural order, social man treats

 them as objects of anxious concern. Many of the difficulties of modern

 life are due to this obsessive preoccupation with mental and emo-

 tional attitudes which were unknown to primitive people.

 In themselves reason and reflection are undoubtedly just as

 "good" as any other aspect of man's natural endowment, but they

 have been made the instruments of pride and vanity. Instead of being

 related to the satisfaction of natural feelings, reflection has been

 made to serve the cause of the artificial values produced by social

 life. It is not necessary to insist here upon Rousseau's well-known

 criticism of the arts and sciences and the way in which society has

 replaced "virtue" by "knowledge." It is, however, interesting to ob-

 serve how this process is constantly associated in his mind with the

 evils of "subtlety" - a word which he almost invariably uses in a

 pejorative sense. We have allowed ourselves to be caught up, he

 affirms, in "ingenious subtleties which are not consonant with our

 being." Preoccupation with subtlety involves a failure (or a refusal)

 to see the proper objects of our attention and experience. Theologians

 who are absorbed in the "subtleties of scholastic discussions" are

 precisely those whose religious faith is weak. "La science s'etend, la

 foi s'aneantit" (III, 48). The same is also true of morality. "La

 doctrine se raffine, la foi deperit." The love of subtlety is a sure in-

 dication of declining virtue. This is typical of a reflective and calcu-

 lating age which works out the material value of everything, including

 honor and life.'0 Intellectual sophistication has undermined and de-

 stroyed simple natural feelings, so that it is not surprising to find

 men "smiling disdainfully at old words" like "patriotism" and "reli-

 gion."

 The indissoluble link between mental subtlety and the amour-

 propre of social life is also revealed, declares Rousseau, by the fact

 that philosophers are not interested in the search for truth but only

 in the satisfaction of their personal vanity. Each wants to elaborate a

 '0Cf. Lettre ai d'Alembert, p. 95 note: "Dans ce siecle 6clair6 chacun sait calculer, a un ecu
 pres, ce que valent son honneur et sa vie."

 10
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 system of thought which he can claim as his own; whether it is true

 or not is of no consequence. Such is the power of cette fureur de se

 distinguer which is the dominant motive of modern life.

 Subtlety and reflection are also responsible, in Rousseau's view,

 for yet another grave defect of modern life - its softness and lack of

 vigor. The astonishing contrast between the physical weakness of

 modem man and the strength of his primitive ancestors is a clear

 proof of the disastrous effects of civilized life upon man's natural

 constitution. Moreover, this process of debilitation has affected moral

 as well as physical aspects of human existence. "Vigor of soul" in a

 properly constituted human being is inseparable from "bodily vigor."

 Modem man has lost alas! that "virtue which is the strength and

 vigor of the soul" (III, 27-8). A one-sided emphasis upon culture

 has undoubtedly accelerated this decline. "L'etude des sciences amollit

 et effemine les courages" (III, 222). The pursuit of artificial gratifi-

 cations also weakens men's natural powers by entangling him in

 les raffinements de la mollesse. In short, the whole tendency of

 modern life to make man a dependent instead of a self-sufficient being

 inevitably leads to the diminution of his natural capacities. A "soft

 and effeminate way of life" cannot help but "enervate his strength

 and his courage." Modern man is an enfeebled creature who has lost

 contact with the primordial sources of experience. "En devenant

 sociable et esclave, il devient faible" (III, 168).

 Yet another significant aspect of society's baleful influence on

 man's natural endowment is to be found in the modern attitude

 towards time. This again is a problem of which primitive man, effort-

 lessly identified with the immediate consciousness of existence, was

 not aware; he lived in a kind of eternal "present," an absolute pleni-

 tude of experience that allowed for no separation between "past,"

 "present" and "future." No doubt this was an undeveloped mode of

 existence to which any man who had once become acquainted with

 the use of reflection, could never return, but it was an existence that

 remained faithful to its own inherent qualities. Living in l'inte're^t

 present et sensible, primitive man was disturbed by neither "curiosity"

 11
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 nor "forethought." On the other hand, when modern man is not op-

 pressed by the ennui of a time which does not seem to pass swiftly

 enough, he is tormented by anxiety for the future. Far from being

 satisfied to remain what he "is," he constantly reaches out beyond

 himself and so pursues the "false wisdom" of la prevoyance which

 "casts him beyond himself and always holds the present to be of no

 account."1 Social man, therefore, is the unhappy victim of time,

 being either "behind" or "ahead" of himself, nostalgicly yearning for

 the past or anxiously thinking of the future.

 A final indication of the deterioration of modem man is pro-

 vided by his use of language. Here again we see further evidence of

 his loss of vigor. It is not accidental that the modem academicien

 can barely make himself heard at the end of the conference-room,

 whilst the orators of old, speaking in the open air, were clearly au-

 dible to the whole of their vast audience. This difference is not due

 simply to physical causes, but to a radical change in the function

 and nature of language itself. Since civilized language is used mainly

 for the expression of corrupt social values, it inevitably reflects the

 general deterioration of the human condition. "La langue suit les

 vicissitudes des moeurs, et se conserve et s'altere comme elles."'12

 The general use of subtle and sophisticated language corresponds to

 the existence of corrupt and artificial attitudes. As with other aspects

 of human behavior, present-day language expresses only the superfi-

 cial outward form of a man's being. Since people are more concerned

 with disguising than with revealing their real motives, language is

 obviously involved in the antithesis between "appearance" and

 "reality" so characteristic of modern social life. There is an absolute

 opposition between speech and action. The more "honest" language

 seems to be, the more immoral is the intention behind it. "Leurs dis-

 cours," says Rousseau of modern men, "ne representent pas leurs

 pensees." At an early age Rousseau himself found that "leurs actions

 ne ressemblaient point 'a leurs discours." Perhaps it would be more

 "Emile, pp. 62-3, 66.
 12Ibid., p. 105.

 12
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 correct to describe modern men as using "jargon" rather than

 "speech." We have only to consider the "jargon of gallantry" to see

 its real import. The ostensibly flattering remarks which men are wont

 to address to women in modern society are revealed upon closer

 inspection to be nothing but "insulting and mocking compliments."

 It is not surprising therefore that Sophie should despise that "jargon

 of gallantry" which is merely an insult to her sex.

 In modern society language has been severed from its natural

 roots. In primitive times, on the other hand, the most "universal" and

 "energetic" form of language was the "cry of nature," and even at a

 more advanced stage of human development, language was still re-

 lated to other fundamental modes of expression such as movement

 and gesture, not "less energetic than speech itself."1'3 The ancient

 world, affirms Rousseau in his Essai sur l'origine des langues, was not

 acquainted with clear-cut distinctions between "poetry," "music"

 and "dancing," because man, still being close to the simple unity of

 existence, was able to let his language express the desires and needs

 of his whole being. Modern linguistic habits are apt to make us forget

 that the real essence of speech lies in its "accent" rather than in its

 physical form. "L'accent est l'ame du discours; il lui donne le senti-

 ment de la verite . . . L'accent ment moins que la parole."114 Orig-

 inally there was no rigid separation between words, feelings and ac-

 tions, for this is a distinction that is typical of modem times when to

 speak and to act are two totally different things.

 Nowhere is society's disastrous influence more evident than in

 the domain of amusement. All genuine pleasures, says Rousseau in

 the Lettre a d'Alembert, should be directly related to man's "nature"

 and "derive from his work, relationships and needs" - in other

 words, his real existence as a human being. In opposing the establish-

 ment of a theatre at Geneva, Rousseau was thinking not merely of its

 bad moral effects upon the lives of his fellow citizens but also of its

 role in modern society. The theatre is a symbol of contemporary

 13Ibid., p. 45.
 14Ibid., p. 56.
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 decadence; it is a corrupt form of amusement which places its de-

 votees in a completely unnatural attitude. In the first place, it isolates

 people from one another, forcing them to remain immobilised and

 silent in a dark confined space, watching a spectacle with which they

 have no direct personal concern. No doubt it is an amusement emi-

 nently suited to a nation of "slaves," but it is incompatible with the

 freedom which is man's noblest attribute. The theatre is a "dark

 prison" or "cave" - a worthy complement to the "voluntary prisons"

 and "closed rooms" of the Parisian salons. As the product of cramped

 and stifled conditions, it is a microcosm of urban life. In particular,

 it illustrates the sad truth that "man's breath is fatal to his fellows."

 It is not only an amusement that befits human "herds" living "heaped

 up" in unhealthy cities, but it also reveals the "loss of vigor" so prev-

 alent in society. The theatre is a "monument of luxury and softness,"

 an unmistakable sign of the "indolent, flaccid spirit" of modern men.

 The very nature of the entertainment also proves its artificiality.

 Since the actor's function is to "appear" rather than to "be," he is a

 mere imitator; "assuming another character than his own" and "say-

 ing other than what he thinks." As he struts before his fellow men,

 he presents the "apes of the large towns" with a faithful image of

 their own condition. He is both their model and their plaything. Fur-

 thermore, the privileged place accorded to language in the theatre

 serves to make it a substitute for the practice of virtue. What are

 Racine and Corneille, asks Rousseau, but mere "talkers"? Dazzled

 by the rhetoric of the theatre and seduced by the sterile emotions

 it provokes, social man complacently ignores the fulfilment of his

 moral obligations. Rousseau believes that because the theatre takes

 men outside themselves, it is an amusement that is both unproductive

 and pernicious.

 Living in conditions which give him no opportunity for the ex-

 pression of his true nature, any man who still has some dim awareness

 of his true origins and destiny will experience an acute sense of deso-

 lation. The noise and bustle of modern life cannot conceal its empti-

 ness and Saint-Preux, at his first contact with Parisian life, feels

 14
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 oppressed by the "gloomy silence" of a "desert." Never was man in

 such close physical proximity to his fellows and yet never was he so

 spiritually isolated from them. Because he is constantly "outside"

 himself, he cannot experience any true sense of participation.

 The spiritual barrenness of modern society offers a sad contrast

 to the happiness of these simple peoples who have so far escaped the

 nefarious influence of civilized life. In the Lettre a' d'Alembert Rous-

 seau cannot forbear to evoke the idyllic life of the Montagnons and

 his fellow Genevans, for they, in his opinion, have still retained the

 secret of true contentment. In a free society men will always act in

 such a way as to be in vital and living contact with their fellows.

 "Faites," Rousseau tells the Genevans, "que chacun se voie et s'aime

 dans les autres, afin que tous en soient unis."15 In the Dedicace to

 the second Discours he speaks affectionately of the Genevans as peo-

 ple who have not lost "cette douce habitude de se voir et de se con-

 naitre." Such an experience is possible only to nations who have

 preserved their simplicity and innocence and have not yet been cor-

 rupted by the insidious "subtlety" of social habits.

 A marked characteristic of these unspoilt communities is their

 ability to indulge in the spontaneous enjoyment of natural feelings.

 True enjoyment needs space, freedom and light for its full expression.

 Real happiness also involves the joyous participation of the whole

 community. "II n'y a pure joie que la joie publique et les vrais senti-

 ments de la nature ne regnent que sur le peuple."'16 This sharing of

 public joy is possible only in communities which are still close to the

 "pure air" of nature. In this respect Rousseau recalls the life of the

 ancient Greeks. If the Greeks loved the theatre, it was because of its

 close link with their national life as well as with their physical en-

 vironment; it was both an extension of their public consciousness and

 an expression of their close contact with physical nature. The chief

 merit of all truly communal entertainment is that it is inventive and

 creative - an authentic expression of man's natural force d'aime. As

 '5Ibid., pp. 168-9.
 16Lettre ai d'Alembert, p. 182 note. Cf. Emile p. 442: 'Les vrais amusements sont ceux
 qu'on partage avec le peuple.'

 15
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 well as allowing men to enjoy the "peace, freedom, equity and in-

 nocence" which are the prerequisites of "solid happiness," it brings

 them together in genuine harmony and ensures the true unity of

 society.

 Yet those communities which have so far escaped the evils of

 social life are in a specially privileged position. When innocence and

 goodness have once been lost, they can never be recovered without

 effort. It is even necessary to admit that a corrupt community cannot

 suddenly be deprived of its pleasures lest it should abandon itself to

 something worse. The theatre would be a disastrous innovation for

 the Genevans, but the French must be allowed to retain it as a pro-

 tection against far greater evils. It has to be recognized that men who

 have been changed by their immersion in modem social life can never

 hope to recover the "natural" freedom of primitive peoples. Any at-

 tempt to introduce purely natural and primitive feelings into social

 life would simply replace the contradiction of "appearance" and

 "reality" by another contradiction more serious still. Man would re-

 main hopelessly divided against himself. "Toujours en contradiction

 avec lui-meme, toujours flottant entre ses pe-nchants et ses devoirs, il

 ne sera jamais ni homme ni citoyen."''7 To become the effective mem-

 ber of a new society, man has to be "denatured." He cannot return

 to the simple innocence he no longer possesses; he can only move

 forward to a "new being." As soon as he begins to be "ahead" of

 himself and to fulfil new possibilities of his existence through the

 exercise of his reason, imagination and conscience, he has left forever

 the simple "state of nature." Henceforth he has to seek fulfilment

 through the acquisition of a new "nature."

 In order to affirm the reality of his own being against the harmful

 influence of current social values, man must first of all be sincere

 with himself; he must (in one of Rousseau's favorite phrases) rentrer

 en lui-meme to find out what is of genuine "interest" to him. He will

 soon realize that the greatest threat to his freedom is not physical

 '7Emile, p. 10.

 16
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 nature but the tyranny of other wills. Effective social and political life,

 believes Rousseau, can be achieved only through the creation of a

 higher "necessity" which has all the inflexibility of nature and yet al-

 lows the adequate and free expression of man's moral being. A com-

 munity which accepted the all-binding character of the "law" and the

 "general will" would be in this fortunate position. Yet Rousseau ad-

 mits that the task of creating a new being through a kind of moral

 and political conversion is no easy one. Perhaps man's best hope is

 to let himself be inspired by the example of 'great souls" who already

 embody all that is highest and best in human nature. In society itself

 the great "legislator" is such a person. Yet, whatever may be the

 precise character of the ideal to be imitated, the essential aim always

 remains the same - the achievement of a complete selfhood that

 puts the individual in accord with himself, his fellow men and the

 universal order.

 17
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